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Test Masses

• ETM and ITM chains identical except
for minor details like wedge angles
• Silica final and penultimate masses,
39.6 kg each (340 mm diameter by
200 mm thick)
• Metal upper masses, as for controls
prototype
• Flats for silicate bonding of ears
• Fused silica ribbons in final stage for
lower bounce mode, thermal noise

T050077-05-K

Reaction Mass Schemes Considered
4 Diagrams
With apologies to those who can draw. Non-metal masses are coloured.
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Controls Ptype
TM = 314 x 130
RM = 314 x 130
PU = 314 x 130
PUR = 314 x 130
“Separation” = 135mm
“Gap” at all stages = 5mm
“Footprint” = 265

All silica
TM = 340 x 200
RM =340 x 200
PU = 340 x 200
PUR = 340 x 200
“Separation” = 205mm
“Gap”at all stages = 5mm
“footprint” = 405

C
Silica lower, sapphire upper
TM = 340 x 200
RM =340 x 200
PU = 340 x 200
PUR = 340 x 200
“Separation” = 205mm
“Gap” =
5mm (bottom), 75 (top)
“footprint” =
405 (bottom), 335 (top)

D
Mixed
TM = 340 x 200
RM =314 x 130
PU = 340 x 200 (?)
PUR = 314 x 130 (?)
“Separation” = 170mm
“Gap” at all stages = 5mm
“footprint” = 335

• Configuration “F” chosen
4

E
Mixed, RM sapphire sized
TM = 340 x 200
RM =314 x 130
PU = 340 x 200 (?)
PUR = 314 x 130 (?)
“Separation” = 170mm
“Gap” =
5mm (bottom), 40mm (top)
“footprint” =
335 (bottom), 300 (top)

F
Mixed, RM thickness and
silica diameter
TM = 340 x 200
RM =340 x 130
PU = 340 x 200 (?)
PUR = 340 x 130 (?)
“Separation” = 170mm
“Gap” =
5mm (bottom), 40mm (top)
“footprint” =
335 (bottom), 300 (top)

Reaction Mass Details

• Diameter as for silica test mass (340 mm)
• Thickness as for sapphire (130 mm)
• Dense glass (Schott F2) to make final reaction mass
comparable to test mass (44.2 vs 39.6 kg)
• No flats
• Metal penultimate mass with holes to make sum of
bottom two masses in each chain the same
• Wires in last stage (not fibres/ribbons)
• Upper masses as for controls prototype (sapphire)

Compensation Plate Detail

• Baseline design now relatively thick (same as reaction
mass)
» Diameter as for silica test mass (340 mm)
» Thickness as for sapphire test mass (130 mm)

• Fused silica, so lighter (26.0 kg)
• No flats
• Metal penultimate mass again with sum of bottom two
masses in each chain the same
• Wires in last stage (not fibres/ribbons)
• Upper masses as for controls prototype (sapphire)
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Mode Frequency Comparison
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See figures 3a and 3b. The green curve has the same gain in the damping loop for the
ITM and its reaction chain. If the ringing at 2.29 Hz were too large in the reaction chain,
The reaction chain results have been produced making the following assumptions.
increased pitch damping could be used, an example of which is shown in the red curve.
i)
the CP, has been assumed to be cylindrical with no flats.
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ii)
The PUR has been assumed to be cylindrical with no flats and with an average
density such that its mass when summed with the CP equals the mass of the
bottom two stages in the main chain.
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iii)
The only other change made between the two parameter sets has been to

ERM

